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Description: Two families were brutally murdered. All the evidence suggests that the killer is insane, and these frames are harder to spot. It has to stop, because it's obvious that after the crime it's not far away. Jack Crawford turns for help to FBI investigator will Graham, who like no one else penetrates the minds of criminals. He left work
after a meeting with Dr. Lecter, but to refuse help he wasn't able to. Will begins to take the nature of a red Dragon and meets his own demons. We're the same, you and me, aren't we, Will? But Graham doesn't give up and continues the journey to human madness. To stop the red Dragon - before it's too late. From the book it wasn't to
break away. The research described a great deal. Experts, methods, analyses. Forensic science, medicine and psychology. The author does not overload the reader, but expands his horizons. What else could be the danger? The dialogues are sometimes very rough, it's true, readers don't like them. The brief exchange of observations is
present in the book in large quantity, but nevertheless the characters are surprisingly vivid, but if not painted a little brighter than mere mortals. All beautiful, of course, Hannibal Lecter. Readers at first skeptical of the hype around him, but the bastard is truly handsome, as well as his invisible relationship with Will Graham.NOTE. This
element is not of public competence and we do not own the rights of this book. Therefore, we do not host it on our website. Below, we provided links to a third-party resource where you may be able to find this item available for download. However, we encourage you to obtain this book only in a legitimate way. Download EPUB Download
MOBI Author Thomas Harris was born in Jackson, Mississippi in 1940 to Thomas, an electrical engineer, and Polly, a high school chemistry and biology professor. He graduated with a degree from Baylor University in 1964. He has a child, a daughter, from his first marriage. Harris worked as a general assignment reporter for The
Associated Press in New York and covered crime beat daily. He spent time in the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit in Quantico and interviewed serial killer Ted Bundy in the investigation into his novels. Harris's first novel, Black Sunday (1975), was a collaborative effort with fellow journalists Sam Maul and Dick Riley. While working the night
shift for the AP, they came up with the idea of using Goodyear Blimp as the vehicle for a super bowl terrorist attack. The next novel, Red Dragon (1981), tells the story of the FBI's search for a killer and introduces the famous character Dr. Hannibal O Lecter. The 1986 movie version of this novel was titled Manhunter. Then came what
many considered a masterpiece of suspense, The Silence of the Lambs (1988) and brings back the psychopathic killer Hannibal Lecter in an intense exploration of evil. The film version became the third film in history the top five Academy Awards, which were Best Actor (Anthony Hopkins), Best Actress (Jodie Foster), Best Screenplay
(Ted Tally), Best Director (Jonathan Demme) and Best Picture. The sequel, Hannibal, was published in 1999 and was also made into a film. In the 1981 red dragon backstory, FBI cartoonist Will Graham interviews Lecter about one of his patients murdered by a serial killer, before saying Lecter is the culprit. Realizing that Graham is
approaching him, Lecter crawls behind Will and cuts him with a linoleum knife, almost gutting him. Graham survives, but he's so traumatized by the incident that he's retiring early from the FBI. Lecter is charged with a string of nine murders, but was found not guilty by reason of insanity. He is institutionalized at Baltimore State Hospital for
the criminally insane under the care of Dr. Frederick Chilton, a pompous, incompetent psychologist whom he loathes. A few years later, Graham comes out of retirement and consults Lecter in order to catch another serial killer, Francis Dolarhyde, known by the nickname The Tooth Fairy. Through the ads of a tabloid called The National
Tattler, Lecter provides Dolarhyde with graham's home address, allowing Dolarhyde to deform Graham and try to kill his family. At the end of the novel, Lecter sends Graham a note saying he hopes Graham isn't too ugly. READ BOOK ONLINE FREE Chapters Sexual hunger, demonic violence, threatening logic - the deadly components
of a deadly formula that drives a psychopath into the hands of an unimaginable delusion. He's a boastful killer who sends the police excruciating notes. A tortured, torturous monster who finds the ultimate pleasure in brutally murdering happy families. And he calls himself... The Red Dragon. --Back cover. A quiet summer night... A neat
suburban house... and another innocent, happy family is devastated - the latest victims of a horrific series of horrific sacrificial murders that no one understands, and no one can stop. No one lives to talk about the unimaginable carnage. Only the blood-stained walls are witnesses. All hope rests on Special Agent Will Graham, who must
look into the tortured soul of the killer to understand his wrath, anticipate and prevent his next savage crime. Desperate for help, Graham is locked up in a deadly alliance with the brilliant Dr. Hannibal Lecter, the notorious mass murderer that Graham put in prison years ago. As prisoner Lecter tightens the reins of revenge, Graham's
feverish pursuit of the Red Dragon draws him in the warped mind of a psychopath, in an unforgettable world of demonic ritual and violence, beyond the limits of human terror. Horror. Horror.
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